
The Only technology 
for total protection of entire indoors space
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BioLogic mini

Protects the indoors 
from contaminants 

and allergens

Reduces bad odorRestores Ecological 
Balance to our 
environments

Reduces use of
 chemicals and 

detergents

Follow the refill replacement procedure.

www.better-air.com



Operations

Mode 1: Continuous dispersion

The device is a dual-purpose dispersion system:
A rapid, light touch of the power button enables the selection of operation modes.
The Green LED should flash once before entering mode one and twice for mode 2

LET NATURE BACK INDOORS

Place device 
and refill on a 

surface

Hold the base
and the cap

Turn the cap
counterclockwise

unscrew the empty bottle. 
Carefully unscrew the 

refill bottle-cap  

Flip the device on 
the new bottle

Turn the device
over the bottle

Keep unit and bottle 
vertical while screw the 

bottle into base 
counterclockwise

Flip device as shown, 
reattach cap

Close the cap
clockwise
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Device is ready.
Follow instructions
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The device operates as an electronic fogger where a fast cleaning of 
contaminated areas is desired. Fog the area for about 30 seconds by 
pointing the device vertically to the floor in all directions of your 
room/vehicle/office.

Mode 2: Automated mode

Shutting down the device

24 X 7 continuous, automatic protection of your space.
The device should momentarily disperse only once an hour for a few seconds 
Using Mode 2 alone - the refill should last about 11-12 weeks.

Continued long press the power button for about 3 seconds.
The LED color should turn blank.

LED color Indications:

Green - device disperses
Blue - Idle between dispersion
Red - Recharge device - connect to the device the supplied C-type cable
            to a certified USB charger (not supplied)
Blue & Red - The device is properly recharging.

When LED is Green, but the device does not disperse,
the refill’s tank is empty.  REPLACE REFILL 

BioLogic mini–first use and refill guide.
The Only technology for total protection of the  entire indoor space
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